SNOWTROOPERS
PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
In this guide I’ll be exploring a fairly quick method for painting the Snowtroopers. Let’s begin!
I’ve chosen to use an airbrush to prime the miniatures in black followed with some grey and white zentihal highlights
applied from above (using Vallejo’s Cold Grey and Dead White respectively).
If using spray cans it might be best to prime in grey (with something like Mechanicus Standard Grey) followed with a zenithal spray from above using pure white (using Tamiya’s Fine Surface Primer for example).
Hopefully this will result in some quite effective shadows and highlights (especially for the armoured sections) that we
won’t have to do too much more work on:

I’m now using some Black and White to mix some pale grey tones which I’m using to brighten any parts of the white armour that have turned out too dark after the priming. I’m also using some pure white to ensure the highlights are maxed
out on places like the face, the tops of the shoulders and helmet:

I’m not concerned with the areas of fabric as I’ll be giving them a fresh base coat in a moment.

To finish these areas off I’m now going to provide a subtle yellow tint using a very thin yellow glaze made with some
Lamenters Yellow mixed with around 16 parts of Lahmian Medium.
This wants to be brushed over all of the armoured areas as well as the backpack but shouldn’t be allowed to pool anywhere:

For all of the areas of fabric I’m going
to provide a base tone of Vallejo’s
Deck Tan mixed with a little Steel Legion Drab:

(For comparison you can see some
pure Deck Tan on the left:)

But first, in a separate well I’m going
to mix in some black and use this to
paint the underside of the coat:

I’m now using the Deck Tan and Steel
Legion Drab mix to paint the rest of the
clothing including the satchels:

Next I’m going to mix some Black and Dark Sea Blue in a roughly 3:2 ratio and apply this quite thinly to all of the weapons. This should settle more in the recesses allowing some natural highlights to present themselves meaning no further
highlights will be necessary:

If the paint feels a little too thin then a
second layer can be applied:

The eyes can also be darked with this
if necessary:

This can also be used for the dark detailing at the base of the back pack:

As well as the binoculars:

I’m now going to create a shade using 12 brushes of Lahmian Medium, 2
of Nuln Oil, 2 of Agrax Earthshade, and one small brush of Druchii Violet:

I’m using this to shade all of the areas of fabric including the legs and boots:

Here I’m inverting the figure whilst it
dries to encourage the shade to collect in the creases towards to top of
the coat:

Once dry the snowtroors are now looking more than good enough to game with and there would be nothing wrong with
now painting the base and calling them done.

If you wish to add some optional highlights to the fabric you can do so firstly with the original Deck Tan and Steel Legion
Drab base tone:

This can be lightened with some additional Deck Tan:

And I’m finishing the highlights off with some pure Deck Tan but won’t be going any lighter than this:

I’m now going to take care of a few final details, starting with the metallic design
on the belt. For that I’m simply using a thinned mix of Leadbelcher and Black:

And I’m now using Mephiston Red to
paint the upper and lower of the three
buttons:

I’m now painting the small row of buttons on the chest with some Mechanicus Standard Grey:

There are also some coloured details on the back pack which can be painted
with Mechanicus Standard Grey, Mephiston Red, and Black:
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And I’m finishing the snowtroopers off by brushing some of Vallejo’s Satin Varnish onto the armoured areas and the back
Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:
pack, which I’ve thinned with a little water:

And this completes the snowtroopers.

PAINT LIST
Black (VMC)
White (VMC)
Lamenters Yellow
Lahmian Medium
Deck Tan (VMC)
Steel Legion Drab
Dark Sea Blue
Nuln Oil
Agrax Earthshade
Druchii Violet
Mechanicus Standard Grey
Mephiston Red
Stromvermin Fur

